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AntiICorp is a free customer complaint application designed to keep busi-
ness on their toes and to make sure they take your complaints seriously.

Brief Discription :

AntiCorp :



2

 https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bainzy.anticorp 

Link :

Corona SDK
LUA Language

Skills :

In this application we have integrated GPS based tracking system as well 
as facebook integration. On click of button, it will use GPS to determine 
the location and post the address of the place to your facebook wall.

Features :
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It is the total accounting module for the business. It deals with all the as-
pects of business accounting such as Income, ExpenseCredit, Debit etc. 
Users will get reports of all the differrent accounting module to manage the 
business.
User can create new business as well as differrent users with user man-
agement for giving rights of business.This app work in online as well as of-
fline mode so user can user this app in any circumstances.
This is also desktop application which can be synchronized with mobile 
applications, tso all the records can be used in mobile as well as desktop 
version.

Brief Discription :

Business App : 
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Play Store:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bainzy.balloonarcade

App Store:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/smm-by-bridge-techno-
crats/id1030730461?ls=1&mt=8

Link :

Corona SDK
Logo Design
LUA Language
User Interface
SQLite
MYSQL
.NET Desktop App.NET Desktop App
Web Service .NET

Skills :

-Mobile and Desktop Version
-Accounting Management
-Business Management
-User Management
-Synchronization
-Online as well as offline Mode of working.
-Data Storage-Data Storage
-Reports

Features :
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It is a program where we have to develop a complete online environment 
for the people who are facing mental problem. CognoLizer is a valuable 
tool, designed to help doctors establish the cognitive function level of pa-
tients, and to provide an educational tool on the subject of cognition, for 
teachers and students. The program provides an online environment for 
the comprehensive testing of, and collating of information about patients. 
This enables doctors to establish individual patient requirements, and to 
look at overall patterns, as well as to develop treatment programs.look at overall patterns, as well as to develop treatment programs.

Brief Discription :

Cognolizer :
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Coming Soon...

Link :

Corona SDK
LUA Language

Skills :

-Generic report printing-basic scores and detailed charts, graphs, tables, 
etc.
-Detailed test reports 
-Words Per Minute, Accuracy, Numbers of Characters Typed, Number of 
Errors, Mean Scores, Min and Max, Frequency of the Given Lesson or 
Test.
-Live-Live data streaming to teachers and/or caregiver based on results of min-
ute-by-minute analysis.
-Generate individualized inter-keystroke reports.

Features :
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This is the calculator application, which deals with simple math functions 
in order to get the results faster and for improving the efficiency of the 
person or business. This app will be updated very soon with more features 
in the app like electrical Calc, EMI Calc.Mechanical Calc , scientific Calc 
and much more..

Brief Discription :

CalC :
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https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bridgetech-
nocrats.calc&hl=en 

Link :

Corona SDK
LUA Language
Logo Design
User Interface

Skills :

-Generic report printing-basic scores and detailed charts, graphs, tables, 
etc.
-Detailed test reports 
-Words Per Minute, Accuracy, Numbers of Characters Typed, Number of 
Errors, Mean Scores, Min and Max, Frequency of the Given Lesson or 
Test.
-Live-Live data streaming to teachers and/or caregiver based on results of min-
ute-by-minute analysis.
-Generate individualized inter-keystroke reports.

Features :
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Gym Trainee is a awesome application for people who wants ti live a 
healthy life. It guides you to the different modes of exercise. Even Exercise 
chart is prepared using which you can do your exercise on regular basis. 
To give more flexibility in understanding the exercise, it shows videos of 
the exercise.

Brief Discription :

Gym Trainee :
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https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=co.bridgetech-
nocrats.varun.gym_trainee

Link :

Corona SDK
LUA Language
User Interface

Skills :

1) Calories and Fat burn calculator.
2) Workout log along with the graph.
3) Exercise chart to perform exercise on regular basis.
4) Video of all the exercise.
5) Server-based video streaming so that the size of the app is limited.

Features :
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Incident Reporting is an app that allows you to record an incident and 
submit it to a preferred contact. Record the details of the incident your in-
volved in or witnessed via your iPhone using this app. An incident could be 
an injury, accident, observation or something you’re witnessed or feel you 
should record to submit and notify a preferred contact. You can also 
record and submit a near miss. Easy to use and ideal in the field.

Brief Discription :

Incident Reporting :
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https://itunes.apple.com/ee/app/incident-reporting/id519549070?mt=8

Link :

Corona SDK
Logo Design
LUA Language
Server Based API
User Interface

Skills :

-Data can be stored within the app into local database
-App has the capability to send an email or SMS.

Features :
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instaMailit is an application where you upload your digital pictures, and we 
send the hard copy of those images to your family or friends.

Brief Discription :

InstaMAILit :
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https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bt.instamailit 

Link :

Corona SDK
Logo Design
LUA Language
Paypal Integration
PHP
User Interface
WebWeb
Web Development

Skills :

We have implemented Server based system through which newly upload-
ed images from the users is sent to the admin and he can use those 
images to send hard copy to the mention address. We have integrated 
Paypal for the payments.

Features :
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This app is developed for the clients of Patel Recharge, with this all the cli-
ents of Patel Recharge can do recharge of their customers and even 
admin can transfer the balance to their vendors. This application uses 
MARS system of Recharge in INDIA.

Brief Discription :

Patel Recharge :
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https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bridgetech-
nocrats.patelrecharge

Link :

Branding
Corona SDK
Logo Design
LUA Language
Server Based API
User Interface

Skills :

-Recharge in Mobile and DTH services.
-View detailed reports.
Transfers money.

Features :
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This application deals with image capturing, recording audio and video 
files. User will also get own gallery of this application. The whole selling 
point is portable media. Gallery has deleting and also sharing facility of 
image, audio and video files via Facebook, Twitter and Mail through. This 
way a dad could send his child a recorded message, video or picture to re-
member him by when he passes away.

Brief Discription :

Portable Memories :
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https://itunes.apple.com/ca/app/portable-memo-
ries/id1040126546?mt=8

Link :

Corona SDK
LUA Language
Logo Design
User Interface
Social Integration

Skills :

-Image Capturing
-Recording Audio & Video
-In built gallery
-Social Integration (Facebook, Twitter, Email) 

Features :
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This application is simple way to capture and share the world's moments.
TransformTransform your everyday photos and quotes into works of art and share 
them with your family and friends. Edit photos with free, custom-designed 
filters. Improve photos with advanced creative tools to change brightness, 
contrast and saturation as well as shadows, highlights and perspective. 
And also make collage, put frames.Find people to follow based on the ac-
counts and photos they already love.

Brief Discription :

Social App :
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https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bridgetech-
nocrats.besocial

Link :

Corona SDK
LUA Language
User Interface
Logo Design

Skills :

-Image Capturing
-Filters for editing images
-Frames, collage-making facility

Features :
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The New Testament V2 contains the words of The Standard King James 
Bible (Pure Cambridge Edition) a perfect in your pocket solution for all 
Christian Biblical scholars. Written in plain English this version of The New 
Testament is a dream to read and to navigate. Keep The New Testament 
with you at all times, keep it close, keep it ready to console you, keep it 
ready to inspire you. We built this application so that readers, once they 
started to read 'The Good News' they would not want to put it down, in 
fact we have purposely made it very difficult to put down.fact we have purposely made it very difficult to put down.

Brief Discription :

The New Testament :



https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bainzy.the-
newtestamentv2
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Link :

Corona SDK
LUA Language
User Interface

Skills :

This is the app in which we have used a text doc from which all the data is 
taken and used as per screen size. So no all the pages in the app are gen-
erated on their own according to requirement.

Features :
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With Timmy's Run you are now able to build a custom list of your current 
coffee run. Even better, you may enter each person's order preference 
and save it to your phone, so that next time you are in charge of the coffee 
run, just click and add that person to your current list. Timmy's Run in-
cludes the entire menu found at all locations, and all locations can be 
found using Timmy's Run GPS.

Brief Discription :

Timmy's Run :
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http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/timmys-run/id486907763?mt=8%20

Link :

Corona SDK
Logo Design
LUA Language
User Interface

Skills :

-Implemented smooth transition effect for creating order list.
-Data is stored within Database to keep the records saved which can be 
reused again.
-GPS functionality to locate the nearest store with respect to your current 
position.
-Ability to name, update or edit any of the order list.

Features :
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Lotto Jackpot provides you with Mega Millions and Power Ball latest and 
historical winning information, lets you pick your numbers and see how 
many times those numbers have been played individually or together, 
gives the the store names and addresses where the jackpot was won, lets 
you save the numbers you play and sends you email alerts when those 
numbers matches the winning numbers.

Brief Discription :

Lotto Jackpot
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Play Store :
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=co.bridgetech-
nocrats.varun.Jackpot_7_Fab_14 

App Store :
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/usa-lotto-jackpot/id834314268?mt=8

Link :

Corona SDK
HTML/CSS
Logo Design
LUA Language
PHP
User Interface
Web DevelopmentWeb Development

Skills :

We have implemented Server based system through which new data is 
loaded in the application. Also it has been integrated with multiple ads net-
works and admin can handle those ads network in the app. So it gives all 
rights to admin which ads network he want to use as that point of time. We 
have integrated Video ads (Vungle ads network), banner ads (RevMob ads 
network, admob ads network and iads ads network) and full screen ads 
(RevMov ads network).

Features :
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Quyya is an incentive based advertising community that allows users to 
view targeted video ads from advertisers and convert those views into 
reward points. The app was built on the notion that advertisers need users 
to view the ads and the total number of views will allow users to be in the 
running for the prize money.

Brief Discription :

Quyya App :
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https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.lucsoninfotech.quyya

Link :

Corona SDK
LUA Language
User Interface
Logo Design

Skills :

-Rewards points by watching ads video from advertiser.
-By rewarded points annouce the winner.

Features :
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This app will be a place for people to post their itches (requirement about 
certain products) and receive scratch (availability of products according to 
their itches/requirement). A user will post an itch and other app users with 
similar requirement will like the itch. As and when the admin posts scratch 
for a particular itch; the user who posted the itch and all other users who 
liked the itch will be notified for the availability of the scratch. A user will re-
ceive notification about availability about the scratch; on the app as well as 
onon the email id registered with the application. User can purchase that par-
ticular product through the app. payment will be done using Paypal.

Brief Discription :

Scratch4Itch : 
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Coming Soon

Corona SDK
Logo Design
LUA Language
User Interface

Skills :

- Payment gateway using Paypal
- Push notification
- Share items (mail)
- Taking picture using device camera
- Like other's itch or scratch

Link :

Features :



abc letter tracing is a beautifully designed interactive educational app 
which teaches a child the correct way to form print and cursive letters in a 
playful way, using the UK National Curriculum font. All 4 games featured 
on this app have been specially designed to help children’s handwriting 
journey from the beginning of pre-writing skills and colouring to forming 
letters and writing messages.
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Brief Discription :

abc Letter Tracing :
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https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/hip-hop-hen-abc-letter-
tracing/id775997396?ls=1&mt=8

Link :

Corona SDK
LUA Language

Skills :

-Fun and interactive - hours of educational enjoyment.
-Audio instructions, encouragement and calm sound effects.
-Grown-ups area with printable EYFS teaching tips to observe and track 
early learning goals.
-No in-app purchases or third party advertising so your child can play un-
interrupted and at their own pace.
-Personal information will never be shared.
-Parent gate to keep children safe from social media.

Features :
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Balloons Arcade is a fun and addictive game where you shoot balloons 
before they reach the top of the screen.
Balloons Arcade pays minute attention to recreating a realistic experience 
with the right sound effects based on physics.
BalloonsBalloons of different sizes and colors rise from the ground and fly into the 
sky. 20 Arrows to shoot the Balloons and not Miss 10 balloons take up the 
Challenge. Shoot them with your arrows. Shoot the Gift and get 5 Arrows 
Bonus. You can shoot 3 balloons in a row, using the flame and Freeze 
Arrows in higher levels.

Brief Discription :

Balloon Arcade :
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https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bainzy.balloonarcade

Link :

Corona SDK
Logo Design
LUA Language
User Interface

Skills :

-Physics integration
-Pull and release functionality of Bow and Arrow is implemented
-Difficulty increment on level basis
-Power ups on level basis
-Timer based game

Features :
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Candy Cross is the upgrade version of TIC TAC TOE game. Here you can 
play with computer or play with your friends online. Main feature of the 
game is when you play with your friends online you have to clear 5 sets 
games that include 2 set of 3*3 boards, 2 sets of 4*4 boards and 1 set of 
5*5 board. The person who has maximum win after all 5 sets he will be the 
winner of the game. Also for computer there are 4 modes of play “EASY”, 
“NORMAL”, “HARD” & “INSANE”. Here computer will vary his strictness 
of the play.of the play.

Brief Discription :

Candy Cross :
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https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=co.bridgetechnocrats.varu
n.Candy_Cross_Testing

Link :

Corona SDK
In App Purchase
Logo Design
LUA Language
Online LeaderBoard
Online Multiplayer
Server Based APIServer Based API
User Interface

Skills :

-Artificial Intelligence for computer player in 4 different modes.
-Multiplayer network with lobby.
-Facebook integration for friends challenge.
-Online leader board

Features :



Game will display mathematical equation of addition and/or subtraction 
and user have to choose whether it is correct or incorrect.
User has only two second to choose correct answer and each high score.
It has an animation instead of some typical timer in every game. Screen will 
be reducing as time passes. When it will be reduce, time will be over. This 
is an attractive feature of this game. 
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Brief Discription :

Freaking Maths :
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https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bridgetechnocrats.fr
eakingmaths

Link :

Corona SDK
LUA Language
Logo Design
User Interface
Social Integration

Skills :

-Animation
-Social Integration (Facebook, Twitter)

Features :
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This is the one of the best fun loving game in the market. Here anyone who 
is in Love can hit the red heart to earn more points. This app teaches you 
when you should hit the heart so that you can get maximum out of it.

Brief Discription :

Hit It :
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 https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bainzy.anticorp 

Link :

Corona SDK
LUA Language
User Interface

Skills :

-This app has physics component attached
-Ads integration with inMobi ads network
-Pull and release functionality implemented to blow the hearts
-Multiple levels implemented where the complexity increases with the 
levels

Features :
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Jelly Belly, is a simple time pass game. You can compare your score with 
your facebook friends and know where you stand in leaders board.

Brief Discription :

Jelly Belly :
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Coming Soon.

Link :

Corona SDK
facebook integration
Logo Design
LUA Language
Online LeaderBoard
User Interface

Skills :

-Physics and screen components added to detect multiple jelly in the 
same group.
-Facebook leader board is created to compare the score with friends
-Full screen ads implemented
-Time based level created to move on to other levels.

Features :
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Learn your way is a educational game for kids from 2 to 6 years old. By 
matching images and words they will learn and play. The game has three 
levels. Kids will learn to memorize, recognize and fulfill tasks. Every level 
can be played again to try to get a higher score. Images are clear and child 
friendly, your kids will like them! They will also like to hear and recognize 
the game music.

Brief Discription :

Learn Your Way :
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https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bridgetechnocrats.le
arnyourway

Link :

Corona SDK
Logo Design
LUA Language
User Interface

Skills :

-It’s a quiz based game specially designed for kids
-Fun loving graphics created for more of kids involvment

Features :
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The Letter Cross Tracking App improves visual tracking skills, visual dis-
crimination skills and spatial relationship skills. Developed by an Occupa-
tional Therapist.
Search for the same 'letter cross pattern' by scanning the rows from top 
to bottom and left to right.

Brief Discription :

Letter Cross Tracking :
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https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.visuallearningforlife.le
ttercrosstracking

Link :

Corona SDK
Logo Design
LUA Language
User Interface

Skills :

-Adorable monster animation and sound effects, which make the game 
addictive to play.
-Three 'cross' options with four levels of difficulty in each section.
-Multiple player scoring.

Features :
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- The app has 3 sections: “WORDS” “READ” and “WATCH”.
- WORDS: 5 FUN BUILDING WORD PHONICS GAMES – to build and read        
   30 CVC words.
- READ: 5 INTERACTIVE and ANIMATED CVC PHONICS STORIES – to   
  build and read a 30 decodable sentence.
- WATCH: enjoy 5 phonics stories. 

Brief Discription :

Phonix 1 CVC :
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https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/hip-hop-hen-phonics-1-
cvc/id1005416418?mt=8

Link :

Corona SDK
LUA Language
Animation

Skills :

-Over 120 beautifully hand-illustrated, interactive and child-friendly pages.
-WORDS: Build and read 30 CVC words.
-READ: Build and read 30 sentences.
-WATCH: 30 short animations.
-SOUND BUTTONS: on every word - a strategy used in school to decode 
and read words. 
-LEARNING-LEARNING JOURNEY STARS: 60 stars to collect. The child can see their 
stars and track their progress in their printable learning journey.
-EDUCATIONAL: Hours and hours of educational enjoyment.

Features :
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It is a math game for kids only to improve their math knowledge.
This game consists of mathematical equation of addition and subtraction 
and kids have to give the answers of them.
Answer would be either 1,2 or 3 that has to be chosen from options.
It is timer based game so when timer gets off, game will also be over. Also 
when you choose incorrect answer, game will also be over.
Kids can also share their score via Facebook and Twitter.Kids can also share their score via Facebook and Twitter.

Brief Discription :

Simple Maths :
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https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bridgetechnocrats.si
mplemaths

Link :

Corona SDK
LUA Language
Logo Design
User Interface
Social Integration

Skills :

-Social Integration (Facebook, Twitter)

Features :
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Spatial Line Puzzles is an enriching and engaging game designed by an 
occupational therapist to improve spatial skills. Complete the puzzles by 
copying the lines to the empty box.
By analyzing the position of the dots or blocks, and identifying how the 
lines relate to each other, spatial skills are strengthened. By having one’s 
eyes guide the movement of one’s hand in order to copy the lines in a fluid 
and controlled manner, visual motor integration skills are strengthened.

Brief Discription :

Spatial Line Puzzle :
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https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bridgtechnocrats.spa
tiallinepuzzles

Link :

Corona SDK
In App Purchase
Logo Design
LUA Language

Skills :

-Multiple levels implemented where the complexity increases with the 
levels

Features :
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The object of the game is to get the highest score possible by “colliding” 
same color rings into each other. By “colliding” the rings together they 
form a sphere that is “filled” with potential energy. That energy is released 
by either colliding with a ring of a different color or by double tapping it for 
a manual explodes. The reason a player would want to do a manual ex-
plode is so that it can be exploded where it can do the most damage of 
taking out more rings and best chance to get additional combo points. 

Brief Discription :

Super Colliders :
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Apple Store:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/super-
colliders/id882195282?ls=1&mt=8

Play Store:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bridgetechnocrats.su
percolliders

Link :

Corona SDK
In App Purchase
Logo Design
LUA Language
Online LeaderBoard
User Interface

Skills :

-Physics based collision schemes.
-Blasting animation.
-In App purchase.
-Online leader board.
-Different level of game play.

Features :



The game starts up with several random letters already on the board (a 
very few on the bottom row. This speeds up progression of the player 
scoring points especially since the game starts at a slow speed). A single 
letter drops at a time (later at higher difficulty multiple letters will drop at 
the same time). Letters fall straight down but can be grabbed and moved 
so long as they have not attached to another letter. Letters attach when 
one side from each tile touches. Letters may be next to other letters that 
helphelp them form words, but they will not score points until the player selects 
the letters to form the word and pushes the “submit” button.
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Brief Discription :

War of Word :
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https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=war.of.words

Link :

Corona SDK
In App Purchase
Logo Design
LUA Language
Online LeaderBoard
User Interface

Skills :

-Tetris style letters fall.
-50+ different power ups.
-In App purchase.
-Online leader board.
-Different level of game play.

Features :
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One can create the game and the other joins with him/her. After joining the 
game all users have to select a number. After the selection one by one all 
users strike through one number, but not his/her number. One user strike 
through a number of other joined users, then those users win the game. 
The one who stands till last is declared as the looser of the game.

Brief Discription :

Numbri :
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https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=co.bridgetechnocrats.varu
n.Match_3_Gems_Puzzle_Game_master

Link :

Corona SDK
facebook integration
Logo Design
LUA Language
Online LeaderBoard
User Interface

Skills :

- One user can create and others join the game.
- All users select one number. One by one all users strike through the 
number but not his/her.
- One user strike through the number of others, then those users win the 
game.
- Last remain user is the Looser of the game.

Features :
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A web based application for the society owner. From this he will be able to 
manage all the things. He can take control over the all the Residents 
added for the society and all the Security Guards.

Brief Discription :

Society Management System :
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http://society.lucsoninfotech.com

Link :

Corona SDK
LUA Language
Logo Design
User Interface

Skills :

-Resident App: 
An Application for Resident to all the stuffs like profile management, book-
ing facilities, pay maintenance, fault reporting, etc.
-Security Guard App:
 An Application for Security guard to manage visitor log, guest list re-
quests, contact resident, etc.
-Web Admin Panel:
A Web based application for the administrator use. Admin can manage all 
the details for society, resident and security guards.

Features :
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Lucson Infotech is actively engaged in developing ecommerce applica-
tions to cater modern day business requirements. To be successful in to-
day’s Economy, a business must have a Web presence with ecommerce 
for quick business growth. ecommerce will help your business to sell 
goods via your website.

Brief Discription :

E-Commerce Portal :
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http://lucsoninfotech.com/e-commerce

Link :

Corona SDK
LUA Language
Logo Design
User Interface
PHP

Skills :

- Attractive Look
- Intelligent Marketing
- Online Shopping

Features :
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This app is contained the information and details of the air coolers. The 
coolers can add, remove, and update to the cart. The user must register 
in order the coolers. After doing order it cannot be changed. The coolers 
can be bought through payumoney.

Brief Discription :

Shilpa Cooler :
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Web Address :
http://www.lucsoninfotech.com/bridgetechnocrats.in/shilpa-coolers

Play Store :
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.bridgetech-
nocrats.shilpacoolers

Link :

Corona SDK
LUA Language
Logo Design
User Interface
PHP

Skills :

- User can add products to cart, remove it from cart, add notes for individ-
ual Products and for all times, increase or descries the quantities of items.
- User will place an order and complete the payment. User will receive an 
invoice email on successful payment for order.
- User will receive a pouch notification when their order status is set to be 
ready by using admin penal.
- User can check their order history for the particular orders in which they 
have entered at that time. User can edit the personal details, payment 
gateway account's details.

Features :
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Delivery boy is the application for the purpose of Send and Receive a good 
from one place to another place. We have just registered on the app and 
then Login and put some sort description about the Item We have to de-
liver and then When receive the confirmation call we have to confirm the 
order. There are three Levels of services like low level medium level and 
high level We have to pay for importance of that good and after delivering 
the good we have to pay This service if only for the city, not out of the city.

Brief Discription :

Delivery Boy :
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Coming Soon.

Link :

Corona SDK
LUA Language
Logo Design
User Interface

Skills :

- Users can purchase and deliver any kind of products that allow as per 
the terms and conditions of the company from one place to another place.
- The user wants to purchase items from a particular place, then they have 
the option to add a pickup address.
- User charges for delivery as the size and urgency of products.

Features :
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The app will interact with the beacon device using Bluetooth, when a user 
enters the restaurant/cafe. If Bluetooth is not turned on, users should be 
popped up with alert boxes to turn on the Bluetooth (without Bluetooth 
turned on, the app won’t work). App will display the store/cafe menu 
(added using the admin panel by restaurant/cafe's manager) assent to the 
app by store’s through internet (using web services). The app supports 
multiple language (for the user's ease of use). User can add products to 
cart,cart, remove it from cart, add notes for individual items and for all times, 
increase or descries the quantities of items. Items will be provided with dif-
ferent varieties and options to add.

Brief Discription :

Wopadu :
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Coming Soon

Link :

Corona SDK
LUA Language
Logo Design
User Interface

Skills :

- sign in/sign Up using Google or Facebook.
- payment gateway (stripe).
- share app (mail).
- Bluetooth detection to fetch locations.
- push notification.
- invoice emails.
- admin penal to add stores, products, accept orders, give order status - admin penal to add stores, products, accept orders, give order status   
  etc.
- multiple language support

Features :


